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Don’t miss out on this heart-pounding trilogy that pushes the boundaries between good and evil and what
one is willing to do to save the person they love.

Plagued by nightmares of angels all her life, but left with the scars to prove they’re more than dreams,
Jessica has hidden herself away from the world on the shores of Lake Samish, Washington. But when caring
but almost too-perfect-to-be-true Alex, and beautiful yet terrifying Cole enter her life, everything about
Jessica’s world is about to change. She’ll learn that the angels aren’t content to stay in her dreams any longer
and they’ll do anything to drag her into their world. The lines between right and wrong will be blurred as she
fights to cling to the life she’s built and the love she’ll find.
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From Reader Review Fall of Angels: The Complete Trilogy for
online ebook

Jessica Adams says

I couldn't put it down! Wonderfully written!

Elaine says

This Book is so Great I could Read it Again. It's wonderful written. The author is fabulous Love her Work.
I'll be buying more of her books.

Missy says

I defiantly enjoyed this trilogy. I am normally more of the type to stick to western or historical romance but
as soon as i started reading the first novel i couldnt put it down. I even convinced my a friend who doesnt
enjoy reading to read the trilogy and she too couldnt put it down. So i hope everyone else enjoys it as much
as we did.

Jenn says

i loved this angel book. it was different but very intriguing. jessica was dealt with a tough life. every time she
sleeps, she goes into the world of where the angels are. she takes the place of people that are on trial for their
fate. she's all alone. everyone thinks she's crazy and pretty much lives the life of solitude. then she meets
alex, she instantly has an attraction for him. he's so sweet and is a great guy. in comes the bad guy, cole. he's
of the most dangerous out there. everyone that likes angels book should give this one a try.

Shawna says

I truly enjoyed this series from the beginning. I found this story to have a unique take on angels, demons, and
humans. The whole idea of somone being judged for someone else's life...that was new to me. Not to
mention how in this book angels are not exactly portrayed as the perfect do gooders that everyone loves and
no one fears. To me this was something completely different than what I have read in the past. I would like
to know what happens with some of the characters in the future.

I did enjoy how that the author makes it clear that there is always a chance to do good with your life no
matter what you have done in your past. I may not be one of religious faith but that is one thing I do agree
with. As a person you always have the choice of how to live your life.

Either way I enjoyed this book from page 1 and hope to read more from this author in the future.



Christine Baker says

I don't know what I can say about this book I LOVED it so much!!!! I feel like if I talk about any of the
charters I will just spoil the story. this is a must read for me. I have read the series so many time and it just
keeps getting better and better

Jackie says

Brilliant

Brilliant

keep one guessing what will happen next and trying to figure out where the hero fits in the picture of the
scene.

Harley says

I couldn't put this book down at all! One of the best angel books I've read! It gives an interesting play on
angels and their different sides! And the characters were absolutely perfect!

Diane says

I am so glad I only discovered this wonderful series after it was complete. Engrossing and intense romance,
mystery and character development which just continued to progress with great insight. It was great.

Ani Schmidt says

While I loved this book immensely, I did not enjoy this series as much as Keary's other book sets. The
characters are well thought out, but their relationships, particularly the romance between the main characters,
does not feel as genuine and believable as the other series she has done. That interaction aside, the book is
well thought out, and really has a great distopian feel to it, that readers of other series such as Divergent or
Hunger Games would enjoy.


